Good Afternoon
This is to let the town know that I along with many others living at 836 Matunuck Beach Rd oppose the proposed expansion that the Ocean Mist - Kevin Finnegan is asking for
Not that we don’t encourage business and we frequent his businesses but there has to be and end to expansion. As it is there isn’t any parking - we witnessed first hand 2 weeks ago an emergency vehicle trying to get down the street and had to wait to allow cars by because people had parked on 2 sides of the road - all illegally - there’s trash and beer cans, vomit etc outside littered the street up and down. It is extremely dangerous to walk, ride a bike, walk kids in strollers. There is no reason honestly except greed to be asking for the 92 seats that were temporary to be permanent. The cesspool is pumped out daily now - is the system set up for an additional 92 seats?
Unfortunately only owners up to 200’ away had to be notified - to one side it was the secretary of mary Carpenters and none of the residents were notified and Blackbeards - to the other side - Kevin owns the businesses and houses 200’ down
No one anywhere on Matunuck Beach Rd nor any other streets knew anything. Police don’t know a thing - fire department doesn’t know anything. Don’t you think they should have been notified? This is a serious danger. Police hand out $25 tickets that’s it - they throw them away - these cars should be towed - forget the tickets - patrons have knocked mailboxes down multiple times just as recently as last week
Please reconsider before allowing this to happen.
Thank you
Sabrina Courville
Lue Couture
Antoinette Ferreira
Frances Trudeau
Robert Turgeon
Joshua Hanssen
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